Chapter 1

Parallel Solving of Quantified Boolean
Formulas
Florian Lonsing and Martina Seidl

Abstract Quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs) extend propositional logic
by universal and existential quantifiers over the propositional variables. In the
same way as the satisfiability problem of propositional logic is the archetypical
problem for NP, the satisfiability problem of QBFs is the archetypical problem
for PSPACE. Hence, QBFs provide an attractive framework for encoding
many applications from verification, artificial intelligence, and synthesis, thus
motivating the quest for efficient solving technology. Already in the very early
stages of QBF solving history, attempts have been made to parallelize the
solving process, either by splitting the search space or by portfolio-based
approaches. In this chapter, we review and compare approaches for solving
QBFs in parallel.

1.1 Introduction
Since the late 1990s, there has been impressive progress in research on solving
the propositional satisfiability problem (SAT) (see Chapter ??). The boost
in the performance of SAT solvers enabled routine applications of SAT to
large-scale industrial problems [13, 19, 85]. In practice, nowadays SAT solvers
are capable of solving formulas containing hundreds of thousands of variables
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and millions of clauses. This is in contrast to the computational intractability
that follows from the NP-completeness of SAT.
Motivated by the success story of SAT solving, problems from complexity
classes beyond NP became the focus of intensive research.1 The polynomial
hierarchy [64, 82] is a theoretical framework to describe the complexity of
problems beyond NP. Examples of problems in the polynomial hierarchy are
conformant planning [75], problems related to answer set programming [27],
or the computation of minimal unsatisfiable subformulas (MUSes) [54].
A natural extension of SAT is QSAT, the satisfiability problem of quantified
Boolean formulas (QBFs) [32, 47]. In a nutshell, QBFs are propositional
formulas that additionally may contain existential (∃) and universal (∀)
quantifiers over the propositional variables. QBFs can be used to encode any
problem in the polynomial hierarchy. For example, the QBFs
∀x∃y.((x ∨ ¬y) ∧ (¬x ∨ y))

(1.1)

∃y∀x.((x ∨ ¬y) ∧ (¬x ∨ y))

(1.2)

and
encode the equivalence of the variables x and y by the propositional CNF
((x ∨ ¬y) ∧ (¬x ∨ y)) under the quantifier prefixes ∀x∃y and ∃y∀x, respectively.
Intuitively, the QBF 1.1 asks whether for all possible assignments of variable
x there exists an assignment of variable y such that the propositional CNF
evaluates to true. In contrast to that, the QBF 1.2 asks whether there exists
an assignment of y such that for all assignments of x the propositional CNF
evaluates to true.
Like in propositional logic, the variables in a QBF are interpreted over the
Boolean domain. Obviously, the QBF 1.1 is satisfiable since the assignment
of the existential variable y can be selected depending on the assignment
of the universal variable x in order to satisfy the CNF. The QBF 1.2 is
unsatisfiable since it differs from the QBF 1.1 in the ordering of the variables
in the quantifier prefix. Due to the ordering, in the QBF 1.2 the value of y
is fixed for any value of x. Hence, in general the ordering of variables in the
quantifier prefix impacts the satisfiability of a QBF.
When solving a propositional formula using a SAT solver, the solver can
stop as soon as it finds an assignment to the variables which satisfies the
formula. When solving a QBF, however, finding one assignment which satisfies
its propositional part is not enough to show the satisfiability of the QBF. The
presence of universal and existential quantifiers in a QBF and the ordering
of variables in the quantifier prefix give rise to tree-shaped (counter)models
for witnessing (un)satisfiability. These (counter)models represent the different
choices of variable assignments that have to be made depending on the
quantifier types and the ordering of variables. Figure 1.1 shows a model of
the QBF 1.1 and a countermodel of the QBF 1.2.
1
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Fig. 1.1 Tree-shaped model (left) and countermodel (right) illustrating the satisfiability
of the QBF 1.1 and the unsatisfiability of the QBF 1.2, respectively. (Counter)models are
special subtrees of a formula’s assignment tree. Dashed (solid) edges indicate that the
variable in the source node is set to false (true). In the model every assignment along a
path satisfies the propositional CNF ((x ∨ ¬y) ∧ (¬x ∨ y)) of the QBF, whereas in the
countermodel all such assignments falsify the CNF

In practice, tree-shaped models (countermodels) are represented as functions that provide strategies to assign the existential (universal) variables with
respect to universal (existential) ones if the considered formula is satisfiable
(unsatisfiable). For the QBF 1.1 the function fy (x) := x yields the strategy to
assign variable y to the same value as the previously assigned variable x in
order to satisfy the CNF ((x ∨ ¬y) ∧ (¬x ∨ y)). Thus function fy (x) witnesses
the satisfiability of the QBF 1.1. In a dual way, the function fx (y) := ¬y is a
witness for the unsatisfiability of the QBF 1.2 as it represents a strategy to
assign x to the opposite value of y in order to falsify the CNF.
As a consequence of extending propositional logic with quantifiers over the
propositional variables to obtain the language of QBFs, the QBF satisfiability
problem becomes PSPACE-complete [81]. The use of quantifiers allows for QBF
encodings of problems that potentially are exponentially more succinct than
the corresponding SAT encodings. Due to this property, QBFs are an attractive
language for encoding and solving many practically relevant problems from
domains such as, for example, formal verification [40], synthesis [14], or
artificial intelligence [26, 75] (see [10] for a detailed survey). For solving such
problems in practice, efficient QBF solvers are highly desirable.
Since the year 2000, there has been substantial progress in the development
of efficient QBF solvers. Traditional QBF solvers can be classified into one of
two dominant solving paradigms that have emerged: (1) search-based solving
and (2) expansion-based solving.
Search-based QBF solvers implement a QBF-specific extension of the DPLL
algorithm [18, 22] and of conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) [66, 78, 79, 90].
CDCL is at the core of most modern SAT solvers. The QBF variant of CDCL,
often referred to as QCDCL [35, 50, 91] implicitly searches for a tree-shaped
(counter)model of the given QBF in the search space of all possible variable
assignments. Thereby assignments encountered during the search that falsify
the propositional part of the QBF, called conflicts, and assignments satisfying
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it, called solutions, are analysed. The analysis of conflicts and solutions allows
the solver to learn new clauses (disjunctions of literals) and cubes (conjunctions
of literals) for pruning the search space. QCDCL solvers may apply additional
QBF-specific techniques such as duality-aware reasoning [36, 37] or the analysis
of variable dependencies with respect to the quantifier structure of a QBF [57].
In contrast to SAT, where CDCL is almost the single dominant solving paradigm in practice, QCDCL-based QBF solving is complemented by
expansion-based QBF solving. Expansion-based solvers rewrite a given QBF
to a satisfiability-equivalent propositional formula by successively expanding
the quantifiers [5, 12]. To counter the potential exponential blow-up of the
formula size that may result from expansions, counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [20] has proven to be powerful [42, 73]. With a
CEGAR-based approach to expansion, the solver operates on an abstract
representation of the formula and expands quantifiers lazily. This way, only
those quantifiers are expanded which promise to be useful for solving the
formula. Expansion has been found to be orthogonal to QCDCL from a proof
complexity perspective [11, 43].
In SAT solving, typically expansion is not applied as a standalone approach
to solving since the size of formulas to be solved is often prohibitive. Instead
expansion is used as a pre- and inprocessing technique in a resource-bounded
way [23, 45]. Inprocessing is an approach where preprocessing is dynamically
interleaved with the search process in CDCL. Bounded expansion has also
been applied successfully for QBF preprocessing [17].
Given the recently published literature on QBF solving, today the main
focus of QBF solver development is still on sequential systems. In QBF solving
there is no general consensus on which solving paradigm is superior in practice
as the performance of solvers may be highly sensitive to the considered
benchmarks (for example, see the results of related QBF evaluations and
competitions [41, 60, 71]). The landscape of sequential QBF solving has
changed and evolved as novel solving approaches have emerged, such as nested
SAT solving [15], clause selection [44, 73] or the computation of functions
that represent strategies of QBFs [72].
While parallelization is natural for most QBF-solving approaches, it also
introduces additional complexity in solver engineering and development. Therefore it is not surprising that solver developers first focus on the implementation
of stable and efficient sequential systems before facing the challenge of parallelization. Nevertheless, since the beginning of QBF solving in the early 2000s,
several approaches have been investigated to parallelize QBF solvers and
thus benefit from modern clusters and multicore processors. After a period of
relatively little progress, the interest in parallel QBF solving has increased,
which is reflected by the QBF competition QBFEVAL’16 [71] held in 2016.2
There, five different parallel solvers in six configurations participated, while
2
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in previous competitions the parallel-solving track had to be canceled due to
the lack of participants.
In this chapter, we give an overview of previous and recent approaches to
parallel QBF solving. To this end, we first review the necessary preliminaries
related to QBFs and recapitulate relevant sequential-solving approaches. On
this basis we first present general ideas of parallelization and then introduce
and compare concrete approaches implemented in parallel QBF solvers. Finally,
we conclude this chapter with a selection of challenges that have to be faced
in order to make parallel QBF solving ready for applications in practice.

1.2 Background
In this section, we recapitulate syntax and semantics of QBFs and summarize
the terminology used in the rest of this chapter.
The language LV of quantified Boolean formulas over a set of propositional
variables V and truth constants > and ⊥ is defined as the smallest set such
that
1.
2.
3.
4.

if
if
if
if

x ∈ (V ∪ {>, ⊥}) then x ∈ LV ;
φ ∈ LV then ¬φ ∈ LV ;
φ1 , φ2 ∈ LV then (φ1 ◦ φ2 ) ∈ LV where ◦ ∈ {∨, ∧, →, ↔, ⊕};
φ ∈ LV and x ∈ V, then (Qx.φ) ∈ LV where Q ∈ {∀, ∃}.

If convenient and unambiguous, we omit parenthesis in QBFs φ ∈ LV . For
a QBF Qx.φ, φ is the scope of the quantifier Qx. A variable x is free in a QBF
φ, if x does not occur in the scope of a quantifier Qx in φ. A QBF is closed
if it does not contain any free variables. In the following, we consider only
closed QBFs. Furthermore, we assume that for each x ∈ V, a QBF contains at
most one occurrence of Qx. For ∃x1 , . . . , ∃xn and ∀y1 , . . . , ∀yn we also write
∃X and ∀Y , respectively, where X = {x1 , . . . , xn } and Y = {y1 , . . . , yn }. We
define var(φ) := {x | Qx occurs in φ, Q ∈ {∀, ∃}}.
A literal is a propositional variable x ∈ V or its negation ¬x. By ¯l we
denote the negation of literal l. Further, var(l) := x if l = x or l = ¬x.
A clause is a disjunction of literals. A cube is a conjunction of literals. A
clause (cube) C is tautological (contradictory) if {x, ¬x} ⊆ C. A propositional
formula is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) if it is a conjunction of clauses. A
propositional formula is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it is a disjunction
of cubes. When convenient, we interpret a formula in CNF (DNF) as a set of
clauses (cubes) and clauses (cubes) as sets of literals.
A QBF φ is in prenex conjunctive normal form (PCNF) if it has the form
Π.ψ where Π := Q1 X1 , . . . , Qn Xn is the prefix of φ and ψ is the matrix of
φ. The matrix ψ is a propositional formula in CNF over the variables in Π.
The variable sets Xi are pairwise disjoint and for Qi ∈ {∀, ∃}, Qi 6= Qi+1 . We
define var(Π) := X1 ∪ . . . ∪ Xn . The quantifier quant(Π, l) of literal l is Qi
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if var(l) ∈ Xi . Given literals l and k, then l ≤Π k if quant(Π, l) = Qi and
quant(Π, k) = Qj and i ≤ j. For example, QBFs 1.1 and 1.2 are in PCNF.
A QBF φ over variables V is in negation normal form (NNF) if (1) φ ∈ LV ,
(2) the negation symbol occurs only directly in front of variables or truth
constants, and (3) the only binary connectives are conjunction (∧) and
disjunction (∨). Note that the NNF structure does not impose any restrictions
on the positions of quantifiers.
A partial assignment of the variables var(φ) of a QBF φ is a total mapping
A : var(φ) 7→ B ∪ {U}, where B := {T, F} is the Boolean domain and U denotes
that the assignment of a variable is undefined. A full assignment is a total
mapping A : var(φ) 7→ B. Given an assignment A of QBF φ, we also write
A as a set of literals A = {l1 , . . . , ln } such that, for all x ∈ var(φ), x ∈ A if
A(x) = T, ¬x ∈ A if A(x) = F, and both x 6∈ A and ¬x 6∈ A if A(x) = U.
Then for any li , lj ∈ A with i 6= j, var(li ) 6= var(lj ).
For a QBF φ and an assignment A, φ[A] denotes the QBF φ under A which
is obtained from φ as follows. For all l ∈ A with var(l) = x, the quantifier
Qx is removed, any occurrence of x is replaced by > if x ∈ A and by ⊥ if
¬x ∈ A, followed by the usual simplifications of Boolean logic. For example,
if φ := Π.ψ is in PCNF, then for all l ∈ A any clause C with literal l ∈ C
is deleted, any occurrence of literal ¯l is removed, and the variable var(l) of l
and its quantifier quant(Π, l) are removed from the prefix. If φ[A] simplifies
to > (written as φ[A] = >) then A is called a satisfying assignment. If φ[A]
simplifies to ⊥ (written as φ[A] = ⊥) then A is called a falsifying assignment.
An assignment tree of a QBF φ is a complete binary tree of depth |var(φ)|+1
where the internal nodes of each level are associated with a variable of φ.
The levels reflect the order of the quantifiers in the formula. The outgoing
edges of an internal node labeled by variable x are associated with ¬x and x,
indicating that x is set to false and to true, respectively. A path from the root
of the tree to a leaf represents a particular variable assignment. The leaves are
labeled by the truth value of φ under the assignment of the respective path.
Figure 1.1 shows examples of two assignment trees. The highlighted subtrees
of the assignment trees represent a model and a countermodel, respectively.
The semantics of QBFs is defined recursively based on the syntactic
structure as follows. The QBF φ := > is satisfiable and the QBF φ := ⊥
is unsatisfiable. A QBF ∀x.φ is satisfiable iff φ[x] is satisfiable and φ[¬x] is
satisfiable. A QBF ∃x.φ is satisfiable iff φ[x] is satisfiable or φ[¬x] is satisfiable.
The Boolean connectives are interpreted according to standard semantics.
Two QBFs φ and φ0 are satisfiability-equivalent iff φ is satisfiable whenever
φ0 is satisfiable.
Example 1. The QBF 1.1 φ := ∀x∃y.((x ∨ ¬y) ∧ (¬x ∨ y)) is satisfiable since
both φ[{¬x}] = ∃y.(¬y) and φ[{x}] = ∃y.(y) are satisfiable. In contrast to
that, the QBF 1.2 φ := ∃y∀x.((x ∨ ¬y) ∧ (¬x ∨ y)) is unsatisfiable since neither
φ[{¬y}] = ∀x.(¬x) nor φ[{y}] = ∀x.(x) is satisfiable.
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In the following, we define the Q-resolution calculus, the formal framework
of QBF solvers based on QCDCL. The calculus consists of rules that allow
us to derive clauses and cubes from a given PCNF φ. The implementation of
clause (cube) learning in QCDCL relies on the Q-resolution calculus.
Definition 1 (Q-Resolution Calculus [35, 48, 50, 91]). Let φ = Π.ψ be
a formula in PCNF. The rules of the Q-resolution calculus are as follows:

C ∪ {l}
C

if for all x ∈ var(Π) : {x, x̄} 6⊆ (C ∪ {l}) and either
(1) C is a clause, quant(Π, l) = ∀,
l0 <Π l for all l0 ∈ C with quant(Π, l0 ) = ∃ or
(2) C is a cube, quant(Π, l) = ∃,
l0 <Π l for all l0 ∈ C with quant(Π, l0 ) = ∀

C1 ∪ {p}
C2 ∪ {p̄}
C1 ∪ C2

C

C

(red )

if for all x ∈ var(Π) : {x, x̄} 6⊆ (C1 ∪ C2 ),
p̄ 6∈ C1 , p 6∈ C2 , and either
(1) C1 , C2 are clauses, quant(Π, p) = ∃ or (res)
(2) C1 , C2 are cubes, quant(Π, p) = ∀

A is an assignment,
φ[A] = >,
V
and C = ( l∈A l) is a cube

(cu-init)

if for all x ∈ var(Π) : {x, x̄} 6⊆ C and C ∈ ψ is a clause

(cl-init)

A QBF φ in PCNF is unsatisfiable (satisfiable) [35, 48, 50, 91] iff the empty
clause (empty cube) ∅ is derivable from φ by applying the rules given in Def. 1.
A derivation of the empty clause (cube) ∅ from φ starting with applications of
the axiom rules cl-init (cu-init) is a Q-resolution proof of the unsatisfiability
(satisfiability) of φ.
In the case of unsatisfiability, non-tautological clauses occurring in φ are
selected by applications of axiom rule cl-init. In the case of satisfiability, cubes
obtained from satisfying assignments are derived by applications of axiom
rule cu-init.
The variants of rule res to resolve clauses or cubes, respectively, are similar
to the resolution rule in propositional logic. In this chapter, we assume that
the pivot variable p is existential (universal) when resolving clauses (cubes) by
rule res. Furthermore, clauses (cubes) derived by res must not be tautological
(contradictory). These restrictions define the most common variant of Qresolution [48]. However, it has been shown that the restriction may be lifted,
resulting in more powerful variants of Q-resolution [7, 29].
The main distinguishing feature between propositional resolution and Qresolution is rule red , the reduction operation. Universal (Existential) reduc-
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A := A ∪ {l}

Conflict/Solution
Detection:
φ[A] = ⊥ or
φ[A] = ⊤?

PCNF φ
Propagation
A=∅
A′ ⊂ A, A := A′

NO

Decision
Making

CL = ∅

UNSAT/
SAT

YES

Backtracking
CL 6= ∅

Clause/Cube
Learning

Fig. 1.2 Flowchart of QCDCL (adapted from [59]). Stages propagation and conflict/solution detection are part of function qbcp in Algorithm 1.1, and stages clause/cube
learning and backtracking are part of function analyze

tion eliminates trailing universal (existential) literals from a non-tautological
clause (non-contradictory cube) C with respect to the quantifier ordering. We
write UR(C) = C 0 (ER(C) = C 0 ) to denote the clause (cube) C 0 resulting from
clause (cube)VC by universal (existential) reduction. For a PCNF φ = Π.ψ,
UR(φ) = Π.( C∈ψ UR(C)) is the PCNF resulting from universal reduction of
every clause C ∈ ψ.

1.3 Sequential Search-Based QBF Solving
Most parallel QBF solvers are based on the search-based QBF-solving
paradigm. Therefore, we briefly recapitulate the core concepts and ideas
behind search-based solvers.
Search-based QBF solving [18] lifts the DPLL algorithm [22] to QBF.
Conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) in SAT solving [66, 78, 79, 80, 90]
extends DPLL by clause learning. Clauses are learned from conflicts to prune
the search space during the search for a satisfying assignment. The QBFspecific variant of CDCL is usually called QCDCL [35, 50, 91]. In contrast to
CDCL-based SAT solvers, QCDCL-based QBF solvers not only learn clauses
from conflicts, but also cubes from solutions. Clauses and cubes are learned
using the rules of the Q-resolution calculus. The pseudocode in Algorithm 1.1
and the flowchart in Figure 1.2 provide a high-level description of QCDCL.
From a high-level point of view, the basic building blocks of QCDCL such
as propagation, decision making, learning, and backtracking are similar to
CDCL. Given an input formula φ = Π.ψ in PCNF, the assignment tree of φ
is traversed in a depth-first manner. QCDCL terminates if the empty clause
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(cube) is derived in clause (cube) learning, which shows the unsatisfiability
(satisfiability) of φ.
Learned clauses and cubes are stored in separate sets φCL and φCU , respectively. In practice, the set of learned clauses φCL is added conjunctively
to
V
φ = Π.ψ to obtain the satisfiability-equivalent formula Π.(ψ ∧ ( C∈φCL C)).
In a similar way, the set of learned cubes is added disjunctively
to φ = Π.ψ
W
to obtain the satisfiability-equivalent formula Π.(ψ ∧ ( C∈φCU C)). Adding
learned clauses (cubes) to φ preserves the satisfiability (unsatisfiability) of φ
due to the soundness of the Q-resolution calculus.
Given the current assignment A (which is initially empty), unit and pure
literals are detected and assigned during QBF-specific Boolean constraint
propagation (called QBCP, cf. function qbcp in Algorithm 1.1) [18, 31]. To
this end, the PCNF φ[A] is considered, i.e., φ interpreted under A. Some
literal l is unit in φ[A] if φ[A] contains a clause (l). Some literal l is pure in
φ[A] if ¯l does not occur in φ[A]. Unit and pure literal detection is also applied
to the learned clauses and cubes in sets φCL and φCU , respectively. While
unit clause detection is similar to CDCL, in QBCP additionally universal
reduction by rule red of the Q-resolution calculus is applied to the clauses in
φ[A].
After the techniques in QBCP have been applied until saturation, in
conflict/solution detection (part of function qbcp) it is checked whether φ[A] =
⊥ or φ[A] = >.
If neither φ[A] = ⊥ nor φ[A] = > (line 5 in Algorithm 1.1) then A is
extended by tentatively assigning some variable in decision making (function
assign_dec_var). A SAT solver may assign any unassigned variable of the
formula. However, this would not be sound in QCDCL. Only variables from

Algorithm 1.1: Pseudocode of QCDCL

1
2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12

Data: PCNF φ
Result: True (false) if φ is satisfiable (unsatisfiable)
Result R = UNDEF;
Assignment A = ∅;
while true do
/* Simplify under A, propagation.
(R, A) = qbcp(φ, A);
if R == UNDET then
/* Decision making.
A = assign dec var(φ, A);
else
/* Backtracking: R == UNSAT/SAT
A0 = analyze(R, A) ;
if A0 == INVALID then
return R;
else
A = backtrack(A0 );

*/

*/

*/
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the outermost, i.e., leftmost quantifier block of φ[A] may be assigned as
decisions. As in SAT solving, it does not affect soundness whether a variable
is first set to true or to false. After a variable has been assigned in decision
making, propagation continues (function qbcp).
If φ[A] = ⊥ (line 7 in Algorithm 1.1) then φ (or φCL , respectively) contains
a clause C for which UR(C[A]) = ∅. This situation is called a conflict. Conflicts
trigger clause learning, where a learned clause CL is derived using the rules of
the Q-resolution calculus. Thereby, C is successively resolved with antecedent
clauses of unit literals identified during QBCP. The antecedent clause of a
unit literal l is the clause in φ containing l that became unit in φ[A] during
QBCP.
If φ[A] = > (line 7 in Algorithm 1.1), then φ[A] = ∅, i.e., φ reduces to the
empty matrix under A, or φCU contains a cube C for which ER(C[A]) = ∅.
This situation is called a solution. A solution corresponds to a single path
in the assignment tree of φ where the leaf is labeled with > (cf. Fig. 1.1). A
SAT solver would terminate after a solution has been found. However, due
to universally quantified variables, a QCDCL QBF solver in general must
proceed and find further solutions. Solutions trigger cube learning, where a
learned cube CL is derived in a similar way to a learned clause. Cubes to be
resolved on by rule res have to be derived by rule cu-init first.
Clause (cube) learning is part of function analyze in Algorithm 1.1. If
the empty clause (cube) CL is derived in clause (cube) learning (CL = ∅
in Figure 1.2), then QCDCL terminates and reports the unsatisfiability
(satisfiability) of the input PCNF ψ (line 10 in Algorithm 1.1).
Otherwise (CL 6= ∅ in Figure 1.2), during backtracking the current assignment A is analyzed (line 8, function analyze) in order to retract a
subassignment A0 ⊆ A of A (line 12). The subassignment A0 is selected so
that the learned clause (cube) becomes unit under the new assignment A
that results from backtracking. Clauses (cubes) CL having this property are
called asserting. In QCDCL, typically only asserting clauses and cubes are
learned. The run of QCDCL proceeds with the new assignment A resulting
from backtracking.
Example 2 (Based on an example from [55]). Consider the PCNF φ = Π.ψ
with prefix Π = ∃z,z 0 ∀u∃y and CNF
ψ = (u ∨ ȳ) ∧ (ū ∨ y) ∧ (z ∨ u ∨ ȳ) ∧ (z 0 ∨ ū ∨ y) ∧ (z̄ ∨ ū ∨ ȳ) ∧ (z̄ 0 ∨ u ∨ y)
Initially the current assignment A and the sets of learned clauses and cubes
are empty. Propagation does not have any effect since φ does not contain
unit literals (to keep the example simple, we do not carry out pure literal
detection). Suppose that both z and z 0 are assigned true in decision making, i.e.,
A := {z, z 0 }, resulting in the PCNF φ[A] = ∀u∃y.(u∨ȳ)∧(ū∨y)∧(ū∨ȳ)∧(u∨y).
Again, φ[A] does not contain unit literals to be propagated. Hence, let A be
extended by assignment {u} in decision making, i.e., A := {z, z 0 , u}, resulting
in φ[A] = ∃y.(y) ∧ (ȳ). Suppose that variable y is assigned true by unit literal
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detection applied to φ[A], where (ū ∨ y) ∈ φ is the antecedent clause of
the derived assignment {y}. Clause C1 = (z̄ ∨ ū ∨ ȳ) ∈ φ is falsified under
A := {z, z 0 , u, y}, i.e., UR(C1 [A]) = ∅. In clause learning, C1 is resolved with
the antecedent clause (ū ∨ y) by pivot variable y, resulting in the asserting
learned clause CL,1 = (z̄) after universal reduction.
Based on the result of analyze, the whole current assignment A =
{z, z 0 , u, y} is retracted to the empty assignment A = ∅. Note that, in particular, all assignments of variables due to decision making are retracted, which
corresponds to non-chronological backtracking. Since the learned clause CL,1
is unit, i.e., a clause of size one, under the empty assignment A, propagation
updates A to A := {z̄}. Next, suppose that z 0 and u are assigned as decisions
to obtain A := {z̄, z̄ 0 , ū}. Finally we get A := {z̄, z̄ 0 , ū, ȳ} by unit literal
detection. Every clause in φ is satisfied under A. In cube learning, the new
cube C2 = (z̄ ∧ z̄ 0 ∧ ū ∧ ȳ) is derived using rule cu-init of the Q-resolution
calculus. From C2 , the asserting learned cube CL,2 = (z̄ ∧ z̄ 0 ∧ ū) = ER(C2 ) is
derived by existential reduction (rule red ).
After retracting {ū, ȳ} from A to obtain A := {z̄, z̄ 0 } due to the result of
analyze, CL,2 becomes unit and hence A is extended to A := {z̄, z̄ 0 , u}, thus
flipping the assignment of u. Cube CL,2 is the antecedent cube of assignment
{u}. Finally A := {z̄, z̄ 0 , u, y} by unit clause detection. Every clause in φ is
satisfied under A. Cube C3 = (z̄ ∧ z̄ 0 ∧ u ∧ y) is derived by rule cu-init as
before and further C4 = (z̄ ∧ z̄ 0 ∧ u) = ER(C3 ) by existential reduction of
C3 . Q-resolution of the antecedent cube CL,2 of assignment {u} and C4 using
pivot variable u produces C5 = (z̄ ∧ z̄ 0 ). Finally, existential reduction of C5
results in the empty cube, proving that φ is satisfiable.

1.4 Parallel QBF Solving at a Glance
In this section, we present approaches to parallel QBF solving that have
been implemented in 11 different solvers summarized in Table 1.1. Before we
discuss the individual solvers in detail in the next section, we first outline the
basic ideas behind the approaches. Parallel QBF solving can be classified into
portfolio approaches and approaches based on search space splitting.
A conceptually simple and straightforward way to solve a QBF in parallel
is the use of a portfolio approach. Thereby, given a set of sequential solvers
having different solving characteristics or one sequential solver in different
configurations, the input formula is solved by running the solver instances in
parallel on separate computing nodes. The nodes may be logically separated,
like in threaded solvers, or physically separated like in distributed solvers.
Due to the orthogonality of QCDCL and expansion-based QBF solving
that has been witnessed both in proof complexity [11, 43] and in experimental
studies [60, 63], portfolio approaches appear to be a promising direction for
the implementation of parallel QBF solvers. Since QBF solving by QCDCL
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and expansion has different characteristics depending on the input formula,
a parallel QBF portfolio solver which combines these two solving paradigms
can exploit the benefits of both approaches. However, in contrast to parallel
SAT solving, where portfolio solvers are well studied and established (see
Chapter ??), few parallel portfolio QBF solvers have been presented.
We are aware of the following three parallel QBF solvers based on the portfolio approach. The solver HordeQBF [8] applies the HordeSAT framework [9]
(cf. Chapter ??) to QBF, allowing us to run different configurations of one
QCDCL solver in a massively parallel manner. The solvers hiqqerfork and
par-pd-depqbf are implemented as Linux shell scripts which run instances of
sequential solvers in parallel processes. While hiqqerfork uses different configurations of one solver in the parallel processes, par-pd-depqbf uses two identical
solver instances to solve different input formulas. To this end, par-pd-depqbf
takes structured non-PCNF formulas φ in the QCIR format3 as input and
transforms both φ and its negation ¬φ into PCNF [30]. Then one process in
par-pd-depqbf runs a solver instance to solve the primal PCNF encoding of
φ, and a second process runs an identical solver instance to solve the dual
PCNF encoding of ¬φ.
The most widely used approach to parallel QBF solving in terms of implemented solvers, however, is based on search space splitting by analyzing
the formula structure as follows. Consider Algorithm 1.2 which shows a very
basic recursive algorithm to evaluate a QBF of arbitrary syntactic structure.
In fact, this algorithm is a direct translation of the QBF semantics given in
Section 1.2 into pseudocode. The evaluation of a QBF is broken down into
subproblems. The base cases of the evaluation are QBFs consisting of only a
truth constant. Compound formulas containing operators such as negation,
binary connectives, or quantifiers are evaluated depending on the respective
semantics of the operators. That is, the result of evaluating a QBF depends
on the results of evaluating its subformulas.
Algorithm 1.2 already illustrates the potential of parallel QBF solving. For
example, if we want to solve the QBF ∀x.ψ, then we can solve ψ[x] and ψ[x̄]
in parallel processes and then combine the results according to the semantics
of the universal quantifier. If either ψ[x] or ψ[x̄] is found unsatisfiable in one
process, then the other process can be stopped since the given QBF ∀x.ψ
has been proved unsatisfiable already. The situation is similar when solving a
non-PCNF formula like ψ1 ∨ ψ2 . The subformulas ψ1 and ψ2 can be solved
independently by two different processes—as soon as one of the subformulas
is found to be satisfiable, the process evaluating the other subproblem can be
stopped due to the semantics of the ∨ operator.
Based on the above observations related to Algorithm 1.2, an obvious way
to parallelize QBF solving is to split the problem of evaluating the original
formula into several subproblems, which are then distributed to the different
3

QCIR format: http://qbf.satisfiability.org/gallery/qcir-gallery14.pdf
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Algorithm 1.2: Splitting Algorithm for QBF Evaluation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Data: QBF φ
Result: True (false) if φ is satisfiable (unsatisfiable)
begin
switch φ do
case >
return SAT;
case ⊥
return UNSAT;
case ¬ψ
return NOT split(ψ);
case ψ1 ∨ ψ2
return split(ψ1 ) OR split(ψ2 );
case ψ1 ∧ ψ2
return split(ψ1 ) AND split(ψ2 );
case ∃x.ψ
return split(ψ[x/>]) OR split(ψ[x/⊥]);
case ∀x.ψ
return split(ψ[x/>]) AND split(ψ[x/⊥]);

client solvers. Either a sequential solver is called for each subproblem or the
subproblem is split further.
Reconsider QBF φ = ∃z,z 0 ∀u∃y.ψ from Example 2. The assignment tree of
φ is shown in Fig. 1.3. Two processes could solve the subproblems φ[z] and φ[z̄]
independently and in parallel. Example 2 presented a sequential solver run in
which the subproblem φ[z] was considered first, i.e., the variable z was first set
to true in decision making. Only after undoing this decision in backtracking,
the solver entered that part of the assignment tree that contains the model of
φ (i.e., the left subtree in Fig. 1.3). If variable z were first set to the opposite
value, i.e., false, then the extra work spent on evaluating the subproblem φ[z]
would have been avoided altogether. It would not be necessary to wait for
the solver to enter the part of the search space given by subproblem φ[z̄],
which contains the model. Moreover, if the two subproblems φ[z̄] and φ[z] are
solved in parallel, then the search can be stopped as soon as one subproblem
witnesses the satisfiability of φ. If a subproblem, e.g., φ[z̄] turns out to be
too hard for a process to solve within certain resource limits, then it can be
split again into further subproblems φ[z̄, z 0 ] and φ[z̄, z̄ 0 ], provided that the
necessary computing resources are available. Again these subproblems can be
solved independently of each other, and only the results of their evaluations
need to be merged according to the semantics of the existential quantifier in
∃z 0 . Subproblems related to universal quantification are handled analogously.
As illustrated by Example 2, QCDCL solvers learn clauses and cubes from
conflicts and solutions encountered during the search. When solving a QBF
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Fig. 1.3 Assignment tree of QBF φ from Example 2 and two subtrees of φ[z̄] and φ[z]

in parallel, these derived clauses and cubes potentially are helpful to other
processes, even if a process had only a minor contribution to identifying a
model or a countermodel for the given QBF. Therefore, sharing knowledge in
terms of learned clauses and cubes with other processes is crucial in parallel
QBF solving.
Research on parallel QBF solving has been focused on (1) the generation of
subproblems, which are delegated to processes running on different computing
nodes, and (2) knowledge sharing, i.e., the distribution of information derived
by one process which is potentially useful for the others. Subproblem generation
and knowledge sharing for parallel QBF solving are strongly inspired by the
respective approaches to parallel SAT solving (see Chapter ??). However, the
SAT approaches cannot be ported to QBF in a straightforward way.
Generating subproblems (and hence also assembling the results returned by
different processes) is complicated by the quantifier types of variables and by
the order of the variables with respect to the quantifier structure of a QBF.
A variant of the guiding path method [88] as introduced for SAT solving
has been found effective at generating subproblems in parallel QBF solving.
With this method, a sequential solver instance in a separate computing node
is provided with a set of assumptions. Assumptions are predefined variable
assignments that the solver has to take into account in the solving process.
This way, the subproblem that the solver has to solve is defined. Assumptions
can also be understood as a special kind of decision variables the solver has to
treat in a certain way. For example, the subproblems φ[z̄] and φ[z] in Fig. 1.3
are defined by the sets {z̄} and {z} of assumptions, respectively.
Typically, a master process generates sets of assumptions and distributes
them to the solver instances running on the computing nodes. Based on the
result of solving the subproblem, the solver may request further subproblems
from the master. The master combines the results of the subproblems depend-
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ing on the quantifier types of the variables assigned in the set of assumptions
(cf. the splitting algorithm in Algorithm 1.2). Due to the quantifier types and
the ordering of variables in the quantifier prefix, the generation of subproblems and combination of results by the master process is more complicated
than in the context of SAT solving. In this respect, care has to be taken to
guarantee soundness and completeness of a parallel QBF solver. For instance,
in Example 2 it would be unsound to generate subproblems by assumption
{y} only since y is not at the left end of the quantifier prefix of φ.
In contrast to SAT solvers, QCDCL solvers operating on a PCNF φ not
only learn clauses from conflicts but also cubes from solutions. As illustrated
by Example 2, initially the set of learned cubes is empty. Hence cubes have to
be derived first by rule cu-init of the Q-resolution calculus based on satisfying
assignments. Since a satisfying assignment of φ must satisfy every clause in
φ, cubes derived by rule cu-init tend to be large and often contain a large
number of the variables in φ. Therefore, sharing large cubes with other solver
instances in a parallel setting is challenging not only because of their size but
also since large cubes tend to have only a limited pruning effect on the search
space.
QBF solvers that implement parallelization by the guiding path method
are MPIDepQBF, PAQuBE, PQSolve, and QMiraXT. They are distinguished by
whether learning is supported or not, whether subproblems are generated by
the master or by the client, and the way the result returned by the client solvers
is represented. To summarize, the master process in a parallel QBF solver
based on search space splitting carries out the following tasks (if supported
by the respective concrete approach):
•
•
•
•
•
•

administrate the currently distributed subproblems4 ;
maintain information about decision variables used to generate assumptions;
request new subproblems from busy clients if there are idle clients;
activate idle clients when new subproblems are available;
manage information sharing among the clients;
stop the clients if the given QBF has been solved.

In principle, the clients in a parallel solver based on search space splitting
are responsible for the following tasks (if supported by the concrete approach):
•
•
•
•
•

receive a subproblem (ideally in terms of assumptions);
solve a subproblem and return the respective result to the master;
share information with other clients;
learn information from other clients;
optionally generate subproblems, which are passed to the master (or to
other clients);
• terminate if requested by the master.
4

In PQSolve a client may distribute subproblems to other clients and hence becomes the
master with respect to the particular subproblem.
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The solvers pcaqe, PQUABS, and PQSAT also use syntactic properties of
a formula to split the search space, but in a conceptually different manner
to the guiding path method. These solvers are based on expansion. PQSAT
extracts subformulas as subproblems, which may contain free variables. The
clients processing the subproblems either eliminate the remaining quantifiers
such that a propositional formula over these free variables is returned to the
master, or they further split the subproblem. The solvers pcaqe and PQUABS
extract a propositional formula for each quantifier block that is then used for
evaluating the given QBF. Differently from the other solvers, which operate
on formulas in PCNF, PQUABS operates on formulas in non-prenex form.
The rough classification of parallel QBF-solving paradigms presented above
already illustrates the different approaches to leverage the power of modern
computing systems. In the following section, we give a detailed description of
individual parallel QBF solvers.

1.5 Parallel QBF-Solving Approaches
Table 1.1 summarizes and compares the parallel QBF-solving approaches that
have been presented in the literature. The only approach not implemented is
the one by Aspvall et al. [3], which is restricted to PCNFs with a maximum
clause size of two and so far has been of theoretical interest only. For the
other approaches implementations either are publicly available or at least
experimental results have been published. Most parallel solvers are based
on a sequential QBF solver such as DepQBF, QuBE, caqe, quabs, QSolve,
and QSAT. Usually the sequential solvers are tightly integrated into the
implementations of the clients. As the only exception, HordeQBF is based on
a generic framework that allows integration of any QCDCL-based QBF solver
supporting incremental solving and learning. QMiraXT implements its own
QBF solver in order to be used with the MiraXT framework that was developed
for parallel SAT solving. The majority of the parallel QBF solvers are based on
QCDCL; only pcaqe, PQSAT, and PQUABS apply expansion-based techniques.
Out of the QCDCL-based solvers, three support clause and cube sharing.
All solvers apply certain simplification techniques either before the solving
starts, i.e., as a preprocessing step, or dynamically as inprocessing [45] during
solving, like DepQBF as used in HordeQBF. In the following, we discuss the
individual solving approaches in detail.

Approach by Aspvall et al.
One of the first parallel approaches to QBF solving was presented by Aspvall
et al. in 1996 [3]. The considered QBFs φ are in PCNF with a quantifier
prefix having arbitrarily many quantifier alternations but with the restriction
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Aspvall et al.
n.i.
pcaqe
caqe1
× ×
X
×
X Pthreads
hiqqerfork
DepQBF X X
X
×
X
fork
HordeQBF
DepQBF2 X X
X
X
X
MPI
MPIDepQBF DepQBF X ×
X
×
X
MPI
par-pd-depqbf DepQBF X X
X
×
X
fork
PAQuBE
QuBE
X × X
X
X
MPI
PQSolve
QSolve ∼4 ×
X
×
X
MPI
PQSAT
QSAT
× ×
×
×
X
MPI
PQUABS
quabs
× ×
×
×
X Pthreads
QMiraXT
MiraXT3 X ×
X
X
X Pthreads
X yes/supported × no/not supported – unpublished n.i.
1 Picosat is the default SAT solver; also Minisat is supported
2 any QCDCL solver could be used
3 parallel SAT-solving framework
4 DPLL-based
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Table 1.1 Comparison of parallel QBF solvers

1996 [3]
–
–
–
X
2016 [8]
X
2014 [46]
–
–
×
×
2011 [51]
×
×
2000 [28]
×
×
2010 [67]
×
X
2016 [83]
×
X
2009 [52]
not implemented

X
X
X
X
X

X

that clauses contain at most two literals. Formulas of this kind are also called
Q2CNF formulas. In consequence, the satisfiability problem of Q2CNFs is not
PSPACE-complete any more. Instead, the satisfiability of a Q2CNF φ can
be decided by a sequential algorithm [4] in time O(n + m), where n is the
number of variables and m is the number of clauses in φ.
In principle, the approach by Aspvall et al. builds on the linear time
sequential algorithm to solve Q2CNFs [4]. Let G(φ) := (V, E) be the directed
implication graph of a Q2CNF formula φ = Q1 x1 . . . Qn xn .ψ where the set
V = {x1 , . . . , xn , x̄1 , . . . , x̄n } of vertices is given by all possible literals xi ∈ φ,
and for any clause (l ∨ k) ∈ φ it holds that (¯l, k) and (k̄, l) are edges in E.
A vertex of G(φ) is called existential (universal) if its associated variable is
existentially (universally) quantified. Given a Q2CNF φ and the related graph
G(φ), φ is satisfiable iff none of the following three conditions holds [4]:
1. Existential vertices l and ¯l are in the same strongly connected component
of G(φ).
2. A strongly connected component of G(φ) contains universal vertex l and
existential vertex k with k < l.
3. There is a path between two universal vertices.
To test the satisfiability of a Q2CNF φ, first the transitive closure of G(φ)
is represented as an adjacency matrix. Then the above conditions are checked
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in constant parallel time by assigning one processor to each pair of variables.
Furthermore, Aspvall et al. present an algorithm to find models of satisfiable
Q2CNFs: because of the restricted formula structure it is sufficient that the
values of the existential variables are mapped either to truth constants or to
one universal literal.
In the original publication [3] no implementation of the algorithm was
reported, and we are not aware of any implementation published elsewhere.
In practical QBF applications, encodings of problems typically have clauses of
size bigger than two. Therefore it is unlikely that this approach will ever be
implemented in a dedicated parallel Q2CNF solver. However, in the same way
as the sequential version [4] of this algorithm is used to identify equivalent
literals (e.g., in the preprocessor bloqqer [38]), also its parallel variant could
be used for speeding up preprocessing.

Unpublished QBFEVAL’16 participants: pcaqe, hiqqerfork, par-pd-depqbf
Three parallel solvers not formally published in the literature participated in
the parallel track of QBFEVAL’16. These solvers are par-pd-depqbf, hiqqerfork,
and pcaqe, which solved the largest number of formulas in the parallel track,
i.e., 606, 598, and 585 formulas out of 825, respectively [71]. We briefly review
these solvers in the following.
Both hiqqerfork and par-pd-depqbf may be considered to be portfolio-based
solvers. The solver hiqqerfork is a portfolio solver in the classical sense, running
different configurations of the sequential solver hiqqer. A short description
of hiqqer can be found in [41]. The solver hiqqer uses modifications of the
publicly available preprocessors bloqqer and qxbf before invoking the solver
DepQBF.
The solver par-pd-depqbf is based on the insight that often it is not clear
whether the primal or the dual encoding of a problem is preferable for a
particular solver [30]. The primal encoding represents the original problem,
whereas the dual encoding represents its negation. The solver par-pd-depqbf
runs exactly two identical instances of a sequential QBF solver in parallel.
Given a structured non-PCNF formula φ in the QCIR format as input, one
solver instance processes the primal encoding of φ as a PCNF, and the other
solver instance processes the dual encoding of ¬φ as a PCNF. If either the
primal or the dual version is solved, the whole solving process is stopped and
the respective result is returned. The sequential back-end solver of par-pddepqbf is DepQBF in combination with the preprocessor bloqqer. However,
basically any QBF solver or preprocessor can be applied in par-pd-depqbf.
The solver pcaqe is a parallel version of the sequential solver caqe [73]
which is based on a similar abstraction-based technique to that used in the
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Master

Client 0

Client 1

Client 2

Control Signals (incl. timeouts)
Fig. 1.4 Master-Client architecture of MPIDepQBF

solver PQUABS (see below). The solver pcaqe is part of the source code of
caqe5 and can be run with either Minisat or Picosat as back-end solver.

MPIDepQBF
The solver MPIDepQBF [46] relies on the sequential QCDCL-based solver
DepQBF to solve any input formula φ in PCNF. To this end, φ is split into
subproblems to be evaluated by client processes operating in parallel. The
clients are independent of each other and do not exchange any information.
However, information learned locally by a client is reused in different runs of
that client. Keeping the information from run to run is realized by assumptionbased reasoning. Assumptions are temporary (and partial) assignments of
variables that define the formula to be solved by a client following the guiding
path method.
In MPIDepQBF one dedicated master process coordinates an arbitrary
number of clients via MPI (see Fig. 1.4). The sequential solver DepQBF
applied by the clients provides an API similar to the APIs of most incremental
SAT solvers [25, 68]. The API allows the solver to be provided with the formula
to be solved by adding the respective variables, quantifiers, and clauses, and
has functions to control the solving process. DepQBF was extended with
assumption-based reasoning to integrate it into the framework implemented
by MPIDepQBF. Apart from that, DepQBF was used out of the box without
any changes.
Due to the use of assumptions, the clients are provided with the original
formula φ to be solved in parallel only once. The master sends a set of
assumptions to an idle client, which defines its subproblem to be solved,
in addition to a timeout restricting the solving time. The client sends the
result related to the subproblem back to the master (the result may be
undefined if the solving process of the client timed out) and discards the set
of assumptions. Then the master either generates a new subproblem in terms
of new assumptions, or resends the previous subproblem to the client with
5

https://www.react.uni-saarland.de/tools/caqe/index.html
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an increased timeout. Information learned during a run of a client, e.g., like
clauses and cubes, is not shared between the clients. However, assumptionbased reasoning enables this information to be reused in different runs of the
same client.
Given a PCNF φ := Q1 X1 . . . Qn Xn .ψ, the master process in MPIDepQBF
generates the subproblems to be solved by the clients as follows. First, the
variables of each quantifier block in φ are sorted according to their respective
number of variable occurrences. This heuristic ordering together with the
quantifier ordering in the prefix of φ determines the order in which the
variables will be assigned as assumptions to generate subproblems. Then a
search tree is built in a similar way to assignment trees (cf. Fig. 1.3), which
contains three types of nodes: sat, unsat, and open. Nodes of type sat and
unsat represent solved subproblems whereas an open node corresponds to an
unsolved subproblem and contains a variable assignment and a timeout.
Initially, the search tree is balanced and has n leaves which are of type
open where n is the smallest power of 2 that is smaller than the total number of available clients. The result obtained from a client for a particular
subproblem is incorporated into the search tree. For sat or unsat, the tree is
simplified according to the quantifier rules in the splitting algorithm shown in
Algorithm 1.2. If the result is a timeout, then the subproblem is either split
further provided that additional clients are idle and hence waiting for work,
or it is handed again to the same client with an increased timeout. If the tree
is reduced to a single leaf node with sat or unsat then the formula is solved.
The master process is implemented in OCaml. Source code is available as
part of the TOSS framework.6 For simplifying the formula, the preprocessor
bloqqer is used. MPIDepQBF is not limited to the use of DepQBF as a sequential
back-end solver. In principle, any QBF solver supporting assumption-based
reasoning can be integrated into MPIDepQBF. Further, the reuse of information
learned locally within a run of a client has been found crucial for solving
performance [46] but is not necessary for the basic workings of MPIDepQBF.

HordeQBF
The solver HordeQBF [8] is based on the massively parallel SAT-solving
framework HordeSAT,7 which integrates sequential CDCL-based SAT solvers
in a portfolio style [9]. HordeSAT features hierarchical parallelism on two levels.
On the top level, several instances of HordeSAT are executed in parallel and
communicate with each other via MPI. These are the master processes. On the
bottom level, each master starts several core CDCL solvers as client processes
in separate threads. Thus communication within a master is implemented via
the shared-memory paradigm. The clients periodically put learned clauses in
6
7

http://toss.sourceforge.net/
http://baldur.iti.kit.edu/hordesat/
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a pool which is managed by their respective master. The pool is stored in
a shared-memory region, which enables sharing of learned clauses between
clients at low communication overhead. Periodically the masters exchange the
learned clauses in their respective pools via MPI. This way, clauses learned by
a particular client in a certain master become available to all the other clients
in the different masters. The runs of the clients are diversified by providing
the core solvers with different parameter settings so that the solvers operate
in different parts of the search space.
HordeQBF differs from HordeSAT only in the use of a sequential QCDCL
QBF solver instead of a CDCL SAT solver. The communication framework
as described above is unchanged. In order to integrate a QCDCL solver into
HordeQBF to be used as a core solver in the clients, the solver has to implement
an API that provides functions to achieve various tasks, for example:
•
•
•
•
•

import the formula in the core solver;
diversify the run of the core solver by parameter settings;
start the core solver;
import/export learned clauses;
stop the search if the formula has been solved by any core solver.

Although QCDCL solvers learn cubes in addition to clauses, the HordeSAT
framework does not have to be adapted to explicitly support sharing of cubes
via a dedicated API function. Instead, learned clauses and cubes are treated
as sets of literals which are augmented by a special marker literal. The marker
literal indicates whether the literal set is supposed to be interpreted by a client
as a clause or as a cube. The master processes communicating via MPI do not
distinguish between clauses or cubes but only exchange literal sets provided
by the clients. Depending on certain heuristics, clients may or may not import
a shared clause or cube stored in the pool of their respective master.
In principle, HordeQBF can be combined with any QCDCL QBF solver
that implements the HordeSAT API. In the first release [8], the search-based
solver DepQBF version 5.0, which implements a dynamic variant of blocked
clause elimination (QBCE) for learning smaller cubes [55], was integrated
into the framework.
In HordeQBF the clients check whether new learned clauses or cubes are
available in the pool after a restart. CDCL and QCDCL solvers periodically
restart by retracting the entire assignment and starting the search from scratch
while keeping the learned clauses and cubes. In order to import learned clauses
and cubes after a restart in DepQBF, its restart policy was modified such
that it always fully retracts the assignment in a restart (cf. the original
restart policy of DepQBF [56]). Learned clauses and cubes are imported, data
structures are updated, and the search is resumed under the new constraints.
In order to diversify the different DepQBF instances, the master provides
each solver instance with a random seed. Based on this random seed several
(Q)CDCL-related parameters, such as the assignment cache [69], are randomly
initialized. In consequence, the first value assigned to a decision variable is
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Fig. 1.5 Master-Client architecture of PAQuBE

random. Further, parameters related to variable-activity scaling (see [24]),
restarting parameters, and the percentage of learned clauses and cubes to be
discarded periodically are set at random. Finally, various variants of dynamic
QBCE and variants of different kinds of Q-resolution to learn new constraints
are randomly turned on and turned off.
Experimental results with HordeQBF on application benchmarks showed superlinear average and median speedup on a cluster with up to 1024 processing
cores [8].

PAQuBE
The QBF solver PAQuBE [51, 62] is a parallel version of QuBE [33], which
pioneered QCDCL solving but currently is not being further developed. QuBE
implements literal watching, conflict and solution analysis, and learning
as well as advanced decision heuristics. Furthermore, QuBE uses the preprocessor SqueezBF [34] which considerably improves its performance. To
integrate QuBE into the parallel architecture of PAQuBE, it was extended
with assumption-based reasoning (like DepQBF was extended for the integration into MPIDepQBF). For conflict analysis and backjumping, assumptions
require special treatment. Furthermore, literal watching had to be modified to correctly handle clauses and cubes obtained from other clients when
backtracking.
Parallelization in PAQuBE is based on MPI and a master-client architecture
as shown in Figure 1.5. One dedicated master controls n − 1 sequential
instances of QuBE. The master generates and distributes the subproblems
and collects solutions using a specific variant of the guiding path method.
Thereby, at any time all clients operate on subproblems rooted at variables
from the same quantifier block of the given PCNF to be solved. Due to the
scheduling policy, the master has to deal only with control signals but not with
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shared knowledge. In consequence, the master process spends most of the time
sleeping. It only has to wake up when one client is idle and a new subproblem
has to be requested from another client. Hence, the master does not need its
own CPU. The existence of the master process is justified by the scheduling
algorithm for the distribution of subproblems. Without a master process, it
would be necessary for the clients to communicate among themselves to share
subproblems, thus increasing the overall communication overhead.
To solve a formula by PAQuBE, first it is read by the clients. For simplifying
the formula, the preprocessor SqueezBF is applied. One client informs the
master about basic formula properties such as number of variables, number
of clauses, and number of quantification levels. This information is necessary
for scheduling the subproblems. Then one client starts to solve the preprocessed formula as it is without any assumptions. The other clients request a
subproblem from the master, who forwards their requests to the busy client.
For the assignment of subproblems, the SQLS algorithm introduced with the
solver QMiraXT (see below for a description of this approach) is used. SQLS
is a restricted, simplified variant of the scheduling algorithm of PQSolve. The
master requests a subproblem with a root variable in the current quantifier
block. If the asked client does not have such a problem, another client is asked.
If no client can provide a subproblem of the requested form, the master moves
to the next quantification level. This will continue until either all clients are
waiting for new subproblems or until a subproblem with a topmost universally
(existentially) quantified variable is found unsatisfiable (satisfiable).
PAQuBE realizes an advanced knowledge-sharing mechanism of learned
clauses and cubes. The clients freely communicate with each other in order to
share learned clauses and cubes derived while solving their subproblems. The
master process is not involved in knowledge sharing. After a fixed number
of decisions the clients check whether new messages either from the master
or from some other client are available. At this time, also suitable learned
clauses and cubes are shared with other clients. The clients have to share
the clauses and cubes learned from their run as well as receive and learn
clauses and cubes derived by other clients. In addition, cubes are compressed
under the assumption that different cubes share many literals from the highest
quantification levels. Therefore, the literals of a cube are sorted according
to the prefix order and common parts of cubes are sent only once. As this
knowledge exchange leads to a significant communication overhead, multiple
clause- and cube-sharing strategies are implemented. In experiments it was
shown that an adaptive method yielded the overall best results. In [53] the
application of machine learning is suggested to control information sharing.

PQSAT
Da Mota et al. [67] presented a parallel architecture for QBF solving. In the
following, we name this approach PQSAT because it is based on the sequential
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solver QSAT [70]. In contrast to most other systems, PQSAT does not require
the formulas to be in PCNF. Instead it accepts arbitrarily structured formulas
as input. Furthermore, the base solver QSAT used in PQSAT applies quantifier
elimination rather than QCDCL. Thereby, quantified variables are successively
eliminated from a given formula φ similarly to expansion.
PQSAT implements a parallel master-client architecture using MPI. The
master reads the original QBF and splits it into several subproblems, which
are distributed among the clients. For generating subproblems, the master
analyses the syntactic structure of the formula in order to find subproblems
which can be solved independently by the clients. For example, given the
formula
φ = ∃a∀b.(((a ↔ b) ∧ (∀c.(c ∨ b))) ∧ (∃d.(a ∧ ¬d)))
the subproblems φ1 = ∀c.(c ∨ b) and φ2 = ∃d.(a ∧ ¬d) are extracted (cf. [21]).
Note that variables b and a are free in φ1 and φ2 , respectively. The task of
the clients is to find propositional formulas over the free variables that are
equivalent to the formulas in the subproblems by following the quantifier
elimination approach implemented in QSAT [70]. For example, given a QBF
Π∃x.(ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ) where ψ1 does not contain any occurrence of x, the formula
is rewritten to Π.(ψ1 ∧ ∃x.ψ2 ) by minimizing the scope of ∃x. Then ∃x.ψ2 is
replaced by an equivalent formula without x. Universally quantified variables
are eliminated in a similar manner. Quantifier elimination is repeated until a
purely propositional formula is left. Then this propositional formula is passed
to a SAT solver.
After subproblems have been assigned to the clients, the master waits
for the respective results and assembles them in order to get the result
of the full problem. As the subproblems may contain free variables, the
clients must return an equivalent formula over these free variables without
any quantifiers. The clients themselves may split their given subproblems
into further subproblems if the given subproblem appears to be too difficult
according to some syntactic measure of difficulty. If a client decides to split a
subproblem, then it employs semantic splitting based on assignments to the
free variables. The set of new subproblems is passed to the master node, who
distributes them to other idle clients.

PQSolve
One of the first parallel QBF solvers was PQSolve, which was published in the
year 2000 [28]. At that time, QBF-solving technology in general still was in its
infancy. For example, neither learning as used in QCDCL-based QBF solvers
nor expansion-based solving had been presented. Although PQSolve naturally
lacks many techniques that are standard in modern solvers, it can be seen
as a milestone in parallel QBF solving. PQSolve relies on QSolve as the base
solver, which implements the DPLL algorithm for QBF with several then
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state-of-the-art heuristics and pruning techniques such as quantifier inversion,
trivial truth, and trivial falsity [18, 74]. Thus PQSolve is an early distributed
realization of DPLL for QBF.
The motivation for parallelizing QSolve stems from the common view
of QBF solving as a two-person zero-sum game with complete information
(cf. [76]). Thereby, the universal player assigns the universally quantified
variables of a given QBF with the aim to falsify the formula, whereas the
existential player assigns the existentially quantified variables in order to
satisfy it. For the development of PQSolve, its authors applied techniques
successfully used in parallel chess programs.
PQSolve implements a master-client architecture based on MPI where the
role of master and client processes may change dynamically depending on the
scheduling of subproblems and on the progress of the search. Furthermore,
there may be more than one master process. This dynamic architecture of
PQSolve is different from many other parallel QBF solvers and complicates
the checking of termination conditions. To obtain a simpler design, solvers
such as QMiraXT and PAQuBE implement a restricted variant of PQSolve’s
architecture and scheduling based on the SQLS algorithm.
PQSolve takes formulas in PCNF as input and works as follows: first one
process is assigned to solve the input formula. All other processes are idle. If
a process Q is idle then it sends a request for work to a random process P
which is not idle. If the contacted busy process P has an unexplored part in
its current search tree then it sends the respective formula to the requesting
process Q similarly to the guiding path method. This way, P becomes the
master of the client Q. The requesting client process Q now solves the formula
and sends the result back to the master P . Then Q becomes idle again
and the master-client relationship between P and Q is released. Process P
incorporates the result into its search tree. If P has another open subproblem
then it communicates that subproblem to the idle process Q. Otherwise, a
request for work is sent to a random busy process. It may happen that a
client’s work on a subproblem becomes obsolete because of some pruning
techniques applied in the master. In this case, the master informs the client
to stop solving the respective subproblem.
Every process in PQSolve applies tests for trivial truth and trivial falsity.
For the trivial truth check, only the existentially quantified variables are
considered and all literals of universal variables are discarded from the PCNF.
If the resulting propositional formula is satisfiable, then also the original PCNF
is satisfiable. For the trivial falsity check, all variables are assumed to be
existentially quantified. If the resulting propositional formula is unsatisfiable,
then also the original PCNF is unsatisfiable. Trivial truth and falsity checks
are simply realized with a SAT solver and can be done at any time during
the search.
The subproblem handed over to a different process in PQSolve must be large
enough to justify the communication overhead. The selection and scheduling
of subproblems work as follows. Let {l0 , . . . , lm } be the current assignment
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such that li was assigned before lj if i < j. When receiving a request from
another process, then the formula under assignment {l0 , . . . , ¯li } is passed to
the other process such that 3∗|N (xi )−P (xi )|+i is minimal where var(li ) = xi
and P (xi ) is the number of positive occurrences of xi and N (xi ) is the number
of negative occurrences of xi .
To increase parallel efficiency, PQSolve implements Helpful Master Scheduling. A master process that has passed on a subproblem to a client has to wait
for the result and thus stays idle after it has solved its own subproblem. In
that case the master itself sends a request to the client, which in turn provides
a subproblem (of its current one) to share the work.
To avoid irrelevant work, Young Brothers Wait Scheduling is applied. This
approach tries to deal with the problem that when solving a formula under a
certain assignment of some variable x, it is often not necessary to solve the
formula under the dual assignment of x. In a parallel setting, situations of this
kind result in a waste of work. Therefore, blocks of variables are considered.
Only after the leftmost leaves of the subtrees obtained by setting the variables
in a block have been fully evaluated are the subformulas related to the other
subtrees passed to other processes.

PQUABS
The solver PQUABS [83] extends the sequential solver quabs [84], which processes formulas in prenex negation normal form (prenex NNF), by allowing
input formulas to be in non-prenex NNF. That is, PQUABS is able to handle
formulas with a tree-shaped quantifier structure in contrast to the linear
quantifier structure of formulas in prenex NNF. For each maximal consecutive
block of quantifiers of the same type, PQUABS builds a propositional abstraction of the input formula in a way that is similar to the approach implemented
in caqe [73] and its parallel variant pcaqe. Thereby, the evaluation of a given
QBF is broken down to evaluating a set of propositional abstractions. The
abstraction of a quantifier block is linked to the abstractions of adjacent
quantifier blocks in the syntactic structure of the formula via so-called interface literals. The interface literals express quantifier dependencies resulting
from the ordering of quantifier blocks. The satisfiability of a subformula is
communicated via assignments to the interface literals. There are two types of
interface literals: one type to represent the assignments made by abstractions
of outer quantifier blocks, and the other type to represent the assignments
made by abstractions of inner quantifier blocks. A counterexample-guided
abstraction refinement loop (CEGAR) is employed based on SAT solving to
generate refined abstractions. Additionally, PQUABS analyses the quantifier
structure of the given formula to avoid the use of interface literals whenever a
subformula appears in the scope of only one quantifier block.
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QMiraXT
The solver QMiraXT [52, 77] implements QCDCL combined with preprocessing.
Unlike the other parallel QCDCL solvers (see Table 1.1), knowledge sharing is
based on shared memory (see Figure 1.6) rather than message passing by MPI.
QMiraXT is an extension of the parallel SAT solver MiraXT. While MiraXT
and QMiraXT share a common architecture, the reasoning mechanisms of
QMiraXT are adapted to QBF.
QMiraXT implements a decision heuristics similar to VSIDS [66], but takes
the different quantification levels of the variables into account. That is, all
variables of the current level have to be set before a variable of the next level
is selected, similarly to QBF semantics. Two counters are used to keep track
of positive and negative variable occurrences in the formula. When conflict
clauses are added, these counters are increased. Further, they are periodically
decreased to amplify the influence of more recent conflict clauses. From a
set of existentially quantified variables, the variable that satisfies the largest
number of clauses is chosen. A universally quantified variable is selected and
assigned so that the number of implications by unit clauses that would result
from the respective assignment is maximized.
QMiraXT eliminates unused variables and pure literals and performs substitution of equivalent literals. Then the complete solver Quantor [12] is applied
as preprocessor. Quantor implements bounded variable elimination and universal variable expansion. Those techniques are applied until the formula reduces
to a propositional formula. As the memory consumption of Quantor is not
restricted, QMiraXT sets a memory limit (128 MB is reported in [52]) as well
as a time limit of five seconds. Then the remaining QBF formula is processed
in QCDCL style. This way, Quantor is applied in an incomplete manner as a
preprocessor, what is very similar to the idea behind the preprocessor bloqqer.
The shared clause database (SCD) of QMiraXT contains every clause that
is currently used by a client thread. Cubes are not stored because it was
found [52] that in general they are too large, and storing them would slow
down the performance of the solver. A clause is contained only once in the
SCD and is marked as read-only. After a clause has been generated and added
to the SCD it is available to all threads via shared-memory accesses. That is,
unlike MPI-based communication as implemented in other parallel solvers,
explicit exchange of shared clauses via messages is not required.
Clauses stored in the SCD may reside at any position in memory. To
optimize memory accesses made by the threads, each thread maintains a
watched-literal reference list (WLRL). For every clause, the WLRL allows
a thread to store two watched literals and an existentially quantified cache
literal in its local memory. It has been shown that this caching policy optimizes
memory accesses made by the threads.
QMiraXT has no controlling master process. Instead there is a Master Control Object (MCO), which coordinates the communication between the threads.
The MCO is never directly involved in the communication. It stores messages
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Fig. 1.6 Architecture of the solver QMiraXT [52]

on global events, for example, that the formula has been solved. The most
important task of the MCO is the generation of subproblems. Subproblems
are generated by the guiding path method like in the solvers MPIDepQBF,
PAQuBE, and PQSolve. To this end, the MCO provides the two functions
donateDecisionStack() and getDecisionStack(), which both enforce the
use of locks. Function donateDecisionStack() splits the decision stack of
the current thread into two different decision stacks and provides another
thread with one of them. The decision stack contains the decision variables in
the ordering they were assigned in QCDCL. Function getDecisionStack()
implements single quantification level scheduling (SQLS) [77]. SQLS is a restricted, simplified variant of the scheduling algorithm of PQSolve and is also
employed by the solver PAQuBE. The splitting of the search space is done by
the clients. Clients are allowed to split the search space on one quantification
level. If no subproblems are available anymore, the threads block until either
new subproblems have been provided by another thread or until all other
threads terminate. If only one thread is running and all other decisions have
been considered at the current decision level, it may use variables from the
next quantification level. In this way, the clients manage the subproblem
generation by themselves and no complicated management infrastructure is
needed.

1.6 Challenges and Potential of Parallel QBF Solving
In the past and recent QBF solver landscape, the majority of the presented
tools focus on sequential solving approaches. Thus the potential of modern
computer architectures is currently not fully leveraged. In the following, we
discuss challenges and opportunities that arise in the context of parallel QBF
solving.
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Preprocessing
In the context of sequential QBF solving, preprocessing has been shown to
be substantially valuable to many state-of-the-art solvers [60]. All parallel
approaches either perform some simplifications before solving, exploit the
power of sequential preprocessors such as bloqqer, SqueezBF, or HQSpre [87],
or apply the complete solver Quantor in a resource bounded way. In general,
the goal of preprocessing is to simplify the input formula such that it becomes
easier to solve. At the moment, however, no special parallel preprocessing
techniques are applied. It would be a natural approach to apply expensive
sequential preprocessing techniques in parallel. To this end, however, it has
to be investigated whether preprocessing techniques that have been found
beneficial in the context of sequential solving are also beneficial to parallel
solving to the same extent. Furthermore, it may be necessary to tune sequential preprocessing techniques to parallel settings. For example, whereas
in sequential solving the elimination of both variables and clauses from a
formula is crucial, in parallel solving it may be more important to emphasize
the removal of variables. Search space splitting is carried out based on the set
of variables. Hence eliminating variables reduces the size of the search space
and thus might simplify search space splitting.

Learning and Knowledge-Sharing Heuristics
All parallel solvers which support knowledge sharing (see Table 1.1) are based
on QCDCL. In QCDCL, new learned clauses and cubes are derived using the
Q-resolution calculus (Definition 1). The learned clauses can be shared with
other threads or processes in order to prune the search space and thus speed
up the overall search.
To limit the communication overhead that may result from sharing, suitable
heuristics must be applied in order to select the clauses and cubes to be shared.
For example, in parallel SAT solving, typical clause selection metrics are the
length of a clause or the involvement of literals in conflicts.
While the quantifier structure of QBFs results in several restrictions that
potentially limit the effectiveness of parallel solving techniques in general, at
the same time it gives rise to additional selection criteria. Possible criteria
are the number of universal (existential) literals in a clause (cube), or the
quantification levels of literals of a clause (cube).
Effective selection criteria are particularly important when it comes to
sharing learned cubes. In QCDCL learned cubes are first derived by rule cu-init
of the Q-resolution calculus. Cubes derived this way tend to be large since
their derivation relies on assignments that satisfy all clauses of the given
PCNF. Due to the size of cubes, it may be costly to share large numbers of
cubes. Furthermore, large cubes tend to prune only small parts of the search
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space. We see a lot of potential in the development of useful heuristics to
decide on the benefit of sharing knowledge.
In general, cube learning in QCDCL may be a bottleneck also in sequential
QBF solving. To mitigate the weaknesses of deriving only large cubes by
rule cu-init, the Q-resolution calculus has been extended by additional axioms [59]. Derivations made by these additional axioms rely on the application
of oracles to check the satisfiability of QBFs that arise during the solving
process. In this respect, oracles implement resource-bounded procedures for
QBF satisfiability checking. Cubes derived by the additional axioms are potentially smaller than cubes derived by rule cu-init in the traditional way. In
parallel QBF solving based on QCDCL, there is considerable potential in
parallelizing the calls of several oracles, which might implement orthogonal
or incomplete solving techniques, for example. Since the cubes derived by
such parallel oracle calls tend to be smaller than cubes derived by rule cu-init,
sharing these cubes with other threads or processes in the solver would result
in smaller communication overhead and better pruning of the search space.

Incremental Solving
An incremental QBF solver based on QCDCL [58, 61, 65] allows us to
solve sequences S := hφ0 , . . . , φn i of related PCNFs φi . Each PCNF φi+1 is
obtained from the previous PCNF φi by adding or deleting clauses, variables,
or quantifiers. When solving a PCNF φi in S in an incremental way, the solver
does not start from scratch. Instead, clauses and cubes learned when solving
φi potentially can be kept and reused when solving the next PCNF φi+1 .
This way, the PCNFs φi might be solved faster than if each φi was solved
independently and non-incrementally. For incremental solving, the solver must
provide an API so that the same solver instance can be used to solve the
PCNFs in S.
We are not aware of any approaches to parallelize incremental QBF solving.
Hence the potential positive effects of combining the benefits of incremental
and parallel solving are currently not leveraged. It might be possible to apply
approaches from incremental and parallel SAT solving [86] also to QBF.

Expansion-Based Solving
Currently most parallel solvers implement search-based solving by QCDCL
(see Table 1.1 above). However, recently expansion-based solving [5, 12] in
combination with CEGAR [42, 43] has been shown to be powerful in solving
many practically relevant classes of formulas.
Since expansion is orthogonal to QCDCL regarding proof complexity [11,
43], there is considerable potential in parallelizing solvers that employ CEGARbased expansion. However, it has not been deeply investigated how to leverage
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the power of CEGAR approaches in parallel solving. For example, different
processes could work on different abstractions of a formula at the same time
and then share or synchronize counterexamples that they have found with
respect to the different abstractions.

Duality-Aware Reasoning
In the context of QBF solving it is well known that reasoning on a propositional
CNF introduces a bias towards the search for conflicts. A CNF is easily falsified
by an assignment that falsifies at least one clause. Based on such falsifying
assignments, in QCDCL learned clauses can be derived by rule cl-init of the
Q-resolution calculus. Compared to falsifying assignments, it is more difficult
to satisfy a CNF as all the clauses must be satisfied. Therefore, for the search
for solutions, a formula in disjunctive normal form (DNF), i.e., a disjunction
of cubes, would be better suited. A DNF is dual to a CNF in the sense that a
DNF can be satisfied easily by satisfying at least one of its cubes.
To benefit from properties of both CNFs and DNFs, approaches have been
presented that reason on a CNF and on a DNF representation of the given
QBF at the same time. This way, propagations are performed on the CNF and
on the DNF (e.g., [37, 49, 89]). However, so far these approaches have been
realized systematically only in a sequential manner. The solver par-pd-depqbf
is based on the observation of Van Gelder [30] who proposes to solve a formula
in CNF as well as in DNF by calling two separate solver instances in parallel.
However, in this approach there is neither communication nor knowledge
sharing between the solver instances.

Proof Generation
The generation of proofs becomes more and more important for the practical
applicability of QBF solvers. Proofs serve two purposes: on the one hand,
they allow for the independent validation of the correctness of a solver’s result
by an efficient checker, and on the other hand they allow the extraction of
Skolem and Herbrand functions. Skolem functions represent a strategy for
the assignment of existential variables if a formula is satisfiable. Likewise,
Herbrand functions represent a strategy for selecting the assignments of
universal variables in unsatisfiable formulas (see also the informal presentation
of these functions by means of the example in Fig. 1.1 in Section 1.1).
Strategies are crucial for practical applications of QBF solvers. For example,
given a PCNF φ which models an instance of some problem to be solved, a
solution to the problem instance can be computed from a strategy for φ.
Skolem and Herbrand functions can be efficiently extracted from Qresolution proofs as produced by sequential QCDCL solvers [6]. However,
in parallel QBF solving, currently none of the presented approaches supports
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the generation of proofs or strategies in terms of Skolem and Herbrand functions, respectively. However, for parallel solvers based on QCDCL a potential
approach to proof generation would be to combine the respective proofs of
the subproblems that have been solved by the different threads or processors.
To this end, ideas from proof generation in parallel SAT solving [39] may also
be applicable.

Testing and Debugging
One of the major challenges in developing a sequential QBF solver is a
stable implementation, i.e., an implementation which does not crash and
which returns correct results. In general, implementations of QBF solvers are
more complex than implementations of SAT solvers due to the complexity of
handling nested quantifiers that is present in QBFs. Furthermore, in order to
achieve good solving performance, it is necessary to equip QBF solvers with
advanced data structures and optimizations to prune the search space. At the
same time, these optimizations may hinder the efficient implementation of
advanced features such as proof generation and incremental solving.
For sequential solving, effective approaches to testing and debugging of
solvers [16] exist. First, fuzz testing has proven itself to be powerful for finding
problematic corner cases and conceptual errors in an implementation. A fuzz
test generates random formulas according to predefined random models such
that the formulas are not too hard to solve. The goal is to achieve a high
testing throughput together with a uniform distribution of satisfiable and
unsatisfiable instances.
Second, delta debugging is used to automatically simplify large formulas on
which a solver exhibits incorrect behavior. To this end, clauses are successively
removed from the formula and literals are removed from clauses so that the
incorrect behavior of the solver is preserved. In the end, the result of delta
debugging is a formula which is reasonably small so that the run of the solver
can be inspected manually using traditional debugging techniques.
Third, model-based testers [1, 2] have been found particularly useful in
testing the behavior of incremental solvers via the API provided for incremental
use. While in fuzz testing and delta debugging solvers are considered as black
boxes, a model-based testing environment comes with a tighter integration of
the solver. Sequences of function calls of the solver’s API are automatically
generated and replayed in order to test solver behavior on the sequence. This
approach also allows us to replay entire solver runs where certain bugs were
triggered.
It is well known that testing and debugging of parallel solvers is far more
complex than for sequential solvers. In parallel QBF solving, this problem
is made worse by the higher complexity that is intrinsic to QBF solvers,
compared to SAT solvers. For the development of robust parallel QBF solvers,
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it may be useful to combine the generation of proofs and strategies outlined
above with approaches to automated testing and debugging.

1.7 Conclusion
Already in the very early years of QBF solving attempts were made to exploit
the full computational power of modern computer architectures, ranging from
multicore processors to huge clusters as found in modern cloud-based systems.
However, compared to the advancements made in sequential QBF solving, a
lot of the potential of parallelizing QBF solving has still not been exploited.
We have reviewed and classified parallel approaches to QBF solving that
either were published in the literature or that participated in the parallel track
of the QBF competition QBFEVAL’16 held in 2016. Overall, we identified
11 approaches; 10 of them are implemented. The implementations of five
systems are publicly available. Unfortunately, not all of the QBFEVAL’16
participants are among those solvers. As half of the systems are not available
(anymore), we did not carry out an empirical evaluation. The parallel track of
QBFEVAL’16 was not competitive due to the small number of participating
systems. However, it is still remarkable that the track could be carried out,
because in the previous editions of QBFEVAL it had to be canceled. This
fact might be a first indicator of an upwards trend in parallel QBF solving.
Given the high computational complexity of QBF solving in general, the large
variety of sequential solvers and the power of modern computer architectures,
we see considerable potential to speed up QBF solving by parallel approaches.
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